
1. LIBERAL YOUTH +
I want to work to create a classification of events and
training - Liberal Youth + which serves to identify to
our members events, training and campaigns not run
by Liberal Youth but which are sympathetic or
compatible with our existing campaigns and which
our members may want to attend/support. We can't be
everywhere but we can support members to attend
relevant and local events.

2. CAMPAIGNS CALENDAR
A centralised and up to date calendar of all Liberal
Democrat, Liberal Youth and Liberal Youth + events
and training around the country with easy to access
information about travel and accessibility would make
events across the country as accessible as possible to
all our members.

5. MOVE FAST AND BREAK THINGS
I want us to use our position out of government to be a
radical campaigningmachine. We shouldn't be afraid
to take risks and we should look to European youth
movements for inspiration.

4. CAMPAIGN BANK
I want to provide a centralised bank of current Liberal
Youth campaigns with downloadable resources,
printable petitions, letter templates and readymade
step-by-step campaign plans so any fledgling or
struggling societies can pick a campaign and
immediately start to roll it out.

3. JOIN BRITISH YOUTH COUNCIL
By joining the British Youth Council Liberal Youth
would join the likes of Scouts, UK Youth Parliament,
YMCA and Stonewall in availing of the campaigning
training and resources BYC provides. We would also
be able to send delegates to BYC AGM to help shape
the Youth Manifesto which is used to lobby the
government.

ABOUTME

Vote Ryan Cairns
For Campaigns Officer

more policies at facebook.com/RyanCampaigns

I've been campaigning
at various levels for
most of my life, from
Youth Councils and
Student Councils to
being a Member of
Youth Parliament for
Northern Ireland and
eventually helping to run
the UK Youth Parliament
and plan their national
campaigns. In Leeds
Liberal Youth I worked
to successfully re-elect
Greg Mulholland. I want
to use that experience
to grow Liberal Youth
into a fast moving and
radical liberal
movement. We need to
move fast and break
things.

Politcs aside I am an
avid fan of Catfish and
Doctor Who. I drink too
much gin and I'm partial
to a good strong
cheddar. I'd love your
vote!
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